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BOOKWRITING & SELF-PUBLISHING COURSE

MODULE 3: SELF-PUBLISHING 101

TOPIC 10:Self-publishing Options
- Understand the basics of book publishing – e-Book, paperback, audio books.
- Benefits of self-publishing over Traditional Publishing

We said that there are three important aspects of a book: the author, the book itself, and
the reader.

1. Writing is about you – the author.
2. Publishing is about the book.
3. Marketing is about the reader.

Each of these requires a different set of attention.

In this piece, we want to examine the aspect of publishing.
Before we discuss the different publishing options available, there are three questions
every author must answer.

1. What is your definition of success?

2. What do you want for your book?

3. What do you want for your writing career?

The answer to these questions will determine how you publish and how you market your
book.

If you want a successful career in writing, then you must be willing to invest many years of
work and be willing to write and self-publish many books. You must do these without
expecting immediate material gains or praise. If you persist, then you stand a good chance
of building an audience, improving your skill, and establishing a catalogue of materials and
intellectual products that will be for sale for the rest of your life and beyond.

http://www.jci.com.ng
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There is no quick success in the book writing career. Forget those that promise quick fixes
and immediate sales – best seller. Less than 5% of new authors hit the best selling list.

The attitude you bring into the writing career will determine the type of publishing option
you will adopt. If you are taking it up as a Business, in that case, you want to become and
authorpreneur, you necessarily will have to think and act differently about your publishing
and marketing.

Types of publishing options

1. Traditional publishing

This is the conventional style where you write a book and give the manuscript to a
publishing company to do the editing, typesetting, securing ISBN, and printing.

Characteristics

 Author receives royalties, usually based on life-long copyright contracts.

 Publisher takes care of financial and creative risk

 You depend on physical bookstore distribution

 You earn prestige and kudos - validation that your work is good enough.

 You have a professional team of Editors & cover designers and potentially
marketing.

 There are usually no upfront financial costs.

 The process can be very slow.

 Royalty rates can be 10-25% and they are not transparent. Reports of sales from
publisher may be hard to understand.

 You give up creative control e.g. cover, editing choice, etc, to the publisher.

 There are often potentially prohibitive contract clauses

 When you sign a contract for your book, it now belongs to the publisher.

2. Hybrid publishing

An author and a publisher works together to get the book out. It’s an intermediate
arrangement between traditional and self-publishing in which both author and publisher
bear some of the costs of development. As a hybrid publisher, you may require selected
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services from the publisher to help you - the author - get a book published, such as story
editing, copy editing, proofreading, and marketing.

It is important that as a hybrid publishing author, you fully understand what services will
be included, and at what cost, and to fully understand the terms of any contract. In the
hybrid model, the author funds the publication of the book, sometimes spending lots of
money for the technical services of the publishing company including editing, designs and
printing.

Sometimes, the publishing company does the sales and gives the author royalties. But
royalties are less than true self-publishing but more than traditional publishing.

3. Assisted self-publishing

There are companies that charge fees for various publishing-related services such as
formatting and cover design and copy-editing, and make their money from these services
alone, but authors earn all of the royalties and retain control over editing and cover
design and title. What this means is that you own your book, you only engage the
services of this company for specific services. You should pay particular attention to
securing high quality cover designs for your book.

4. Self-publishing

A Self-publishing author is also called an indie author. You control the entire publishing
process from start to finish, and can hire freelancers to help with wherever you require,
such as cover designers, copy editors, and story editors.

It is necessary that you think like an entrepreneur, that’s why you are also called an
authorpreneur. You are to take charge of all variables connected with your book, from
start to finish. This includes the entire process from writing and editing, to layout to
distribution, and to choosing publishing platforms and selecting marketing variables such
as cover price.

For the publication of your book, you will need an International Standard Book Number or
ISBN, which is the unique identify of your book title. ISBN is a global standard used for all
titles worldwide. Most self-publishing companies either provide their own ISBN to a title
or guide you on how to get one. A separate ISBN number is needed for each edition of the
book. It may be in the best interest of the self-published author to retain ownership of the
ISBN and copyright instead of using a number owned by another company.

Summary Characteristics of Self-Publishing

 Quicker time to market. Your book is on sale, 24 hours after you upload to Amazon,
and you are paid 60 days after the end of the month.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-publishing
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 Higher royalties but it’s not a get-rich-quick scheme and sales could be lower. 70 -
85% indie vs. ~15% traditional

 Total creative control over content and design. You can work with professional
freelancers.

 Sell by any means, in any global market as you retain the rights. You can select
your Niche markets and offer higher price.

 There’s usually less public prestige than being traditionally published, but the
stigma is lessening every day and readers don’t care.

 You need to do it all yourself, or find suitable professionals to help!

 You need to run all aspects of the business: writing, publishing and marketing

 For a professional result, you need a budget upfront

 It’s hard to get distribution into physical bookshops if that is a goal

 You have permission to write whatever you like.

 As an indie, you can publish whatever you like.

 You can turn one book into multiple streams of income: Hard-copy, e-book, audio
book, speaking engagements.

Going beyond self-publishing to being an independent author

We’re talking about:
 publishing professionally
 publishing globally
 being read and selling books
 Running a small business and making good money!

What is an indie author?
 You are in control
 You are Pro-active
 Your are Artisanal – you are involved in all the nitty-gritty of your book
 You work with other creative professionals
 You can also go Hybrid

“Self-publishing is not a gold rush. It isn’t a get-rich-quick scheme. There are no short cuts,
just a lot of effort and a lot of luck.”Hugh Howey
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Steps to publication

 Idea and concept

 Writing

 Rewriting

 Story editing

 More rewriting

 Copy editing

 Layout and typesetting

 Cover design

 Purchase an ISBN

 Select platform(s)

 Choose price

 Marketing & promotion

 Choose distribution channel(s)

 Upload


